A careful analysis is presented of the most recent data for R(e+e-+ hadrons) using improved theoretical techniques.
Many process have been investigated as tests of QCD. For e+e-physics there has been considerable discussion concerning the use of jet phenomena as such a tool.
At the same time it should be remembered that the total cross-section for e+e-annihilation to hadrons is also an excellent means of testing QCD. This cross-section is usually normalized to the muonic cross-section: R E a(e+e-+ hadrons) u (e+e-+ u+u'>
The magnitude of R is one of the best tests of QCD, because: (a) it is conceptually simple, (b) the magnitude of R at any single value of Q2 is predicted by QCD (unlike deep-inelastic scattering), (c) Q2 can (as a result of (b)) be chosen large in order to minimize nonperturbative effects such as higher-twist contributions, and (d) the oi term in R has been calculated1 and is small (~1% of the total R for & > 4 GeV).
Neglecting masses, the perturbation expansion for R is
The calculation of the second-order term is very important since it provides some indication of how rapidly the perturbation series converges and since A is not well-defined without going to secondorder.
The calculation is most easily performed2 by calculating the divergent part of the photon's vacuum polarization tensor. This is related to R through standard renormalization group and unitarity arguments. Nf momentum space scheme.4
The MS scheme appears to be an inappropriate scheme to use. In calculations of other processes, -the MS scheme also gives larger corrections.
Here the MS and because momentum space schemes are smaller and + 22
at a symmetric point with q2=q2 E typical momentum. There ore P (etc.) is small for the % and momentum space schemes. We may then conclude from the magnitude of C2 in these two schemes that perturbution theory for R is reliable.
In work5 I have done with Michael Dine and Larry McLerran we concentrated on the data above the charm resonance region with 5.5 s 6 s 7.5 GeV (where only the Mark I experiment has published significant data6), see Fig. 1 . To test QCD, we should smooth' the data and theory using an appropriate procedure.
The smoothing assump- ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Mark I data* give l",,(Qo) 5 0.15 7.5 GeV, but we expect ree(QQ) z 1 keV.
Could the Qo resonances be hidden by making them wide? They would have to be 100 MeV wide.
Particles such as quix resonances are probably only about 3 MeV wide. Unless a mechanism to make Qq resonances wide can be found, new quarks are ruled out.
The production of charged Higgs bosons cannot explain the data because their threshold has AR 0~ (velocity)3 unlike fermions which have AR 0~ velocity.
As a result R rises very slowly (asymptotically AR = 0.25).
Ordinary charged heavy leptons, though consistent with Mark I data for R, are ruled out by examination of eu, eX',... events at SPEAR and PETRA. However, consider L+ + N; + (ev), (uv) or (ud) where mass (Ni) z 2 GeV and Ni is relatively stable, or where this is the dominant decay. Then experimental cuts made at PETRA to eliminate backgrounds would also eliminate these events. At SPEARthese events would be counted, usually as 2-prong events (slow electrons and muons cannot be distinguished from hadrons).' It is possible (but not at all certain) the apparent rise in R is due mostly to a rise in the 2-prong cross-section, see Fig. 3 . Finally is it possible that the "rise" in R is not a threshold but is a 2 GeV wide resonance?
This might correspond to an extra U(1) gluon separate from the usual massless gluons.
With only one free parameter (besides mass), one can get AR, rhadron and pee correct. However if this massive gluon couples to c and b, then I'($) and r(T) are 100-1000 times too large.
If it couples only to u and d quarks, it is probably impossible to make a natural and consistent model without strangenesschanging-neutral-currents, etc.
In conclusion, R is potentially one of the best tests of QCD. (There are also sum rule tests lo of R not discussed here.) But currently R is 16% higher than theory for &=6-7.5 GeV although this is likely to be due to systematic error.
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